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How to successfully integrate 
smaller, innovative companies 
into large corporations

Recent years have seen an unprecedented 

pace of technological advancements

and shifts in consumer behaviour across 

industries. In the wake of this change,

start-ups and other smaller, more nimble 

companies have gained celebrity status. 

Thanks to their ability to quickly adapt to

changing consumer needs and particularly 

thanks to their potential to rapidly adopt 

new technologies or drive technological

development altogether. As a consequence, 

large corporations are increasingly 

challenged by smaller, innovative companies 

with disruptive offerings which redefine 

established business models.

We define bolt-

on acquisitions as 

standalone small to 

medium sized, highly

innovative companies 

added to large 

corporations.
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Capturing innovation-led growth 

through M&A

Without a doubt, disruptive innovation 

currently ranks high on the CEO’s agenda. 

Why? Large, established companies face

growth challenges in their traditional 

businesses and thus need innovation to

sustain their growth and to unlock new

sources of revenue. A recent Deloitte study

shows that companies are increasingly using 

M&A as a strategic expedient to capture 

innovation growth opportunities and create 

the ‘businesses of tomorrow’. Nearly a third

of the S&P 1200 companies have engaged in

disruptive M&A deals or ventures between 

2015 and 2017. We estimate that, during

this period, companies spent over $630

billion on acquisitions and other investments 

in the field of disruptive innovation. The

strategy has now gone mainstream: in 2017,

non-tech companies were responsible for

close to 60% of disruptive-tech acquisitions. 

Across industries, large, established firms

are competing to acquire capabilities or

technologies from key innovation areas like

FinTech, AI, industry 4.0, robotics, cyber

security and HealthTech.

Acquiring technology assets now ranks

number one amongst strategic drivers of

M&A deals. Ahead of expanding customer 

bases in existing markets and adding to

product offerings or diversifying services, 

which rank in second and third place.

Figure 1. S&P Global 1200 non-tech

constituents acquiring more

technology assets
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In a recent example, Zurich Insurance 

Group acquired Hong-Kong based

car communications specialist Bright

Box, allowing it to boost its digital 

interactions with drivers. Bright Box’s 

telematics technology links drivers

to their vehicles and the vehicles

to networks of car dealers and

carmakers. The acquisition of this

key piece of technology allows the

insurance multinational to expand its

mobility offerings through capabilities 

in connected car technologies, 

enhanced by digital interactions with

drivers and close collaboration with

dealers and manufacturers.

Example
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https://www2.deloitte.com/ch/en/pages/financial-advisory/articles/future-of-the-deal.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/mergers-and-acquisitions/articles/ma-trends-report.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/mergers-and-acquisitions/articles/ma-trends-report.html
https://www.zurich.com/en/media/news-releases/2017/2017-1222-01
https://www.zurich.com/en/media/news-releases/2017/2017-1222-01


Continued high levels of shareholder activism, 

low interest rates and considerable cash

reserves all fuel the appetite for deal making. 

The Deloitte CFO Survey 2018 shows that

investment expectations across Europe

are up. With the ongoing shift in large firms

towards acquisitions of smaller innovative 

companies and the ensuing competition for

high-performing assets, prices have been

soaring. With a considerable size difference 

between the buyer and the acquired 

company, less rigorous capital discipline may

also elevate prices, particularly where there is

a fear of “losing out” to competitors.

What are the integration challenges for

this new type of deals?

As with any acquisition, when buying a start-

up or a small to mid-sized firm, it is of utmost 

importance for the buyer to ensure continued 

success of the acquired company and to

retain the innovative mind-set of the tech firm

or capability that was acquired. That’s the

key for such acquisitions: the characteristics

that make many small-sized firms successful

in the first place differ distinctively from how

business is done in large corporations:

Speed of innovation – Smaller companies 

are known for the rapid pace at which

they develop innovative solutions in their

respective fields. The speed to market is

closely linked to how they operate, focussing 

on proximity to their customers or even

co-creation. This enables them to receive 

immediate feedback on prototypes and

rapidly improve their products and services, 

making them more and more relevant for their

customers.

Applying the complex layers of hierarchy 

typically present in large corporations reduces 

the speed of decision-making and can

interrupt this innovation capability.

Focus on a niche – Smaller companies, at

least initially, have a very narrow focus on

their offerings. They establish themselves 

in small, highly specialised niches and their

initial success enables them to scale to bigger, 

established markets. Large corporations, 

which have been operating in such

established markets for years, are suddenly 

confronted with innovative players able to

provide competitive solutions at a fraction

of the cost. Innovative solutions often arise

from rearranging parts of the value chain 

by utilising new technologies. Large firms

are often not in a position to quickly adapt 

to innovation due to their sheer size and

established processes.

For example, the recent Walmart’s

acquisition of Flipkart Internet

(77% stake) could face this type

of challenge during a potential 

integration. The Flipkart Group is

one of India’s largest e-commerce 

marketplace, founded in 2007.

Flipkart is known for pioneering 

industry-first innovations such as

Cash on Delivery, No Cost EMI and

easy returns – customer-centric 

services that have made online 

shopping more accessible and

affordable for millions of users.

Example
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https://www2.deloitte.com/ch/en/pages/finance/articles/cfo-survey.html
https://news.walmart.com/2018/05/09/walmart-to-invest-in-flipkart-group-indias-innovative-ecommerce-company
https://news.walmart.com/2018/05/09/walmart-to-invest-in-flipkart-group-indias-innovative-ecommerce-company
https://news.walmart.com/2018/05/09/walmart-to-invest-in-flipkart-group-indias-innovative-ecommerce-company


Focus on risk and control – Smaller 

companies often operate with higher risk

appetite and lower levels of control when

compared to larger companies. At the

same time, typical hurdle rates for mature 

companies of ~10% diverge significantly 

from the ~30% to 40% rates expected by

venture capital investors in young, innovative 

companies. In practice, decision makers

need to trade off making bets on future 

opportunities for aiming to minimize risks.

Smaller, innovative companies emphasise the

former, enabling them to drive forward new

ideas and models, and to succeed in a race

that larger firms, who often emphasize risk

minimisation, don’t even know is happening. 

Applying complex corporate risk and control 

measures could interrupt successful project 

execution.

These characteristics illustrate some of the

challenges large firms face when approaching 

the integration of a bolt-on. For buyers, 

striking the right balance between the

integration required to extract value, whilst 

maintaining sufficient distance to safeguard 

the core components that drive a deal is

key. This, of course, implies that the buyer 

understands what makes a smaller sized firm

successful. As was improperly demonstrated 

when a life sciences company merged their

sales force with that of the smaller company, 

not understanding the insights required to sell

specialised products, which led to a revenue 

decline.

With the very high valuations of these

innovative bolt-ons, buyers assume that they

are acquiring a “magic innovation remedy 

box”. When in fact, limited understanding of

the inner workings of an acquired company 

severely limits value capture. As such,

the clear identification of value drivers at the

very beginning of an integration is essential. 

They have to be the centrepiece an integration 

strategy is built upon.

Pepsico could face this type of

challenge in integrating newly

acquired Bare Foods Co..

Bare Foods Co. is a small producer 

of baked fruit and vegetable snacks. 

The company was founded in 2001

by a family-owned organic apple

farm. The acquisition supports 

Pepsico in addressing growing 

consumer demands for organic and

nutritious snacks.

Example
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http://www.pepsico.com/live/pressrelease/pepsico-announces-definitive-agreement-to-acquire-bare-snacks-expanding-better-f05252018
http://www.pepsico.com/live/pressrelease/pepsico-announces-definitive-agreement-to-acquire-bare-snacks-expanding-better-f05252018
http://www.pepsico.com/live/pressrelease/pepsico-announces-definitive-agreement-to-acquire-bare-snacks-expanding-better-f05252018


What are suitable measures to face

these challenges?

As a rule of thumb, integration efforts should 

focus on enabling collaboration through 

access to resources, infrastructure and

active exchange of knowledge and skills.

Yet, this light-touch, partial integration has

its own set of challenges that require careful 

consideration. Buyers should keep in mind

five distinct success factors in order to

maximise value creation through bolt-on

acquisitions.

Customise integration approach. For

the integration of bolt-ons, traditional

integration strategies need reshaping and

tailoring to the specifics of each acquisition. 

This is not about no integration vs. full

integration. Instead, value capture from the

integration requires the development of a

tailor-made strategy that considers the pace

and degree of integration for each function.

A clear plan is required, defining how existing 

capabilities or resources of the buyer will be

leveraged (e.g. commercial or R&D capabilities,

Intellectual Property, etc.). Equally important

is to define how the acquired company will

be used as a platform to drive innovative and

digital solutions for the buyer (e.g. application 

of new technology or processes). Clear 

planning and prioritisation of straightforward

“plug & play” solutions is all the more relevant.

Behave like a business partner. The

operations of large corporations are

usually driven by scale, implying a large set

of processes and rules – a sharp contrast to

the lean, flexible set-up of highly innovative 

bolt-ons. For a successful integration,

it is important for the buyer to avoid

overwhelming the innovative bolt-on with

an extensive set of rules, but apply a flexible 

approach that adheres to the needs and

motives of the employees. As it was done by

a well-known electronics company that

allowed employees of an acquired company 

to continue using the MacBook laptops they

are familiar with, rather than insisting on a

switch to their own brand. It may require a

one-off effort to establish network access,

but conveys a strong message that disruption 

will be focused on essential changes.

Develop a retention plan that goes

beyond financial aspects. Often the

success of small firms, particularly of start-

ups, relies heavily on the founders and a

small group of key individuals around them. 

Retention is the key factor when it comes

to successful bolt-on acquisitions. All long-

term strategic aspirations set-out during the

deal will stand and fall with the retention of

core talent and the tremendous knowledge 

they hold – there will be no capturing of

innovation without them. However, successful 

entrepreneurs are not, in most cases, purely 

financially motivated – even if the proceeds

of the sale of their company should take care

of their medium-term financial needs. Buyers 

need to consider winning the hearts and

minds of the innovative bolt-on’s employees 

by offering them a vision and clearly outlining 

the value-add of joining a big corporation, or

risk losing key talents. Google, for example, 

have been able to retain about two-thirds

of the founders of the smaller companies 

acquired between 2006 and 2014.
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Deploy an integrated communication 

plan. False rumours surrounding the

way forward is a major risk in any integration. 

Candid and clear communication from the

start, during the deal announcement, is

essential but requires clarity and alignment 

on integration strategy. Communication that

hasn’t been fully aligned to the integration 

strategy can have dire consequences. A

multinational company announced that it

would not integrate the business in the top

three markets. However, soon after deal

closing, the integration strategy changed due

to declining financial results in these markets 

that due diligence hadn’t uncovered. The

Executive team was left red-faced as they

had to announce changes in the integration 

strategy. Confirmatory due diligence would

have been reflected in the integration strategy 

thus avoiding embarrassment.

Create nimble (IT) solutions. Large 

scale companies are facing an

increased level of complexity in their IT

landscape. In order to address this challenge, 

they need to start thinking outside the box

and seek nimble IT solutions to reduce 

complexity and allow the integration teams

to focus on what is really important – creating 

maximum value from a deal. A best in class

example is when a global multinational player 

introduced a cloud solution for ERP systems

of its acquired companies, ultimately running 

with two different solutions.

There is no one-size-fits-all solution. Large

corporations need to start reshaping their

integration strategy to enable innovative, 

smaller companies to flourish in their 

corporate family.
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Case study

The deal: A major global player in the consumer health sector acquired an

innovative bolt-on to support growth opportunities in its sector by exploiting

category, channel and geographic expansion.

The challenge: The key challenges for the buyer to realize the full deal potential

included:

• Achieving ambitious growth targets while continuing pace of innovation &

research

• Avoiding disruption and ensuring business continuity at Day 1

• Maintaining brand credibility for the acquired company

• Retaining the leadership team and key talents

• Managing the culture and leadership gap between the two companies.

The solution: In order to successfully integrate the business, the transition

strategy focused on protecting the existing business and executing ambitious

expansion plan. To ensure innovation and research were not interrupted, pace

and degree of integration focused on two scenarios:

Scenario 1: Keep brands standalone, allow acquired company to set degree and

pace of integration, while acquirerer only offers support when requested

Scenario 2: Assess and address commercial opportunities in the existing and

whitespace markets. Furthermore, accelerate integration where this does not

conflict with “non-negotiable” principles to realize cost efficiencies

To ensure business continuity a decision was taken to only apply compliance

requirements and non-negotiables necessary for Day 1. The existing

management team stayed on board to avoid any operational disruption.

To avoid loss of key talent, the integration team established a financial and non-

financial retention plan. Furthermore, preserved management power (e.g. in

terms of decision rights) and avoiding the implementation of a complex matrix

structure helped to minimize the impact on the key people within the organization.

For the successful management of cultural and leadership aspects, the integration

leadership thoroughly identified key cultural and leadership traits to create

awareness of similarities and differences between both cultures. A key

management objective was to design ways of working to fit both companies.

Additionally, the integration leadership conducted regular employee surveys to

monitor progress and course correct if necessary.
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This publication has been written in general terms and we recommend that you

obtain professional advice before acting or refraining from action on any of the

contents of this publication.

Deloitte AG accepts no liability for any loss occasioned to any person acting or

refraining from action as a result of any material in this publication. Deloitte AG is an

affiliate of Deloitte NWE LLP, a member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited,

a UK private company limited by guarantee (“DTTL”). DTTL and each of its member

firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL and Deloitte NWE LLP do
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